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ABSTRACT

The role of subsidiary managers, as middle managers in Multinational Corporation (MNC) structure, has received increasing scholars’ attentions recent time. They are believed to have great influences to facilitate various strategic activities, especially in developing subsidiary capability, hence contributing to subsidiary development. Research to investigate subsidiary manager roles and managerial process in subsidiary level, however, are relatively rare. I propose an alternative framework to fill the gap, by employing recent development of resource-based theory, i.e. resource orchestration. I argue that subsidiary manager can be treated as a mediator between resource allocated by corporate headquarter (and also from local partners in strategic alliance formation) and the various steps in resource orchestration.

BACKGROUND

Subsidiary development is one of the recent research streams of multinational management literature that has attracted many scholars’ attentions (Harzing, 1999). It is recognized that subsidiaries evolve over time and, through their own actions and initiatives, have the potential to develop and modify their capabilities (Birkinshaw & Hood, 1998) to provide contributions for themselves, corporation and or their host countries (Paterson & Brock, 2002). Among huge of researches on subsidiaries activities, however, little is known about the role of the subsidiary manager in this managerial process (O’Brien et al, 2012). This prevents our understandings about the face and array of skills required to be successful in the modern multinational corporation (MNC).

Subsidiary managers have a unique position in MNC structure because they act as a mediator between MNC’s strategy and day-to-day activities (Wooldridge, Schmid & Floyd, 2008). However, their role is not only tying MNC’s strategy into practice, but also synthesizing information (e.g. Dutton et al, 1997), championing alternatives (e.g. Bulgerman, 1983; Kanter, 1982), and facilitating adaptability (e.g. Mudambi, 1999; Rugman & Verbeke, 2001). Barlett and Ghosal (1997) argued that in recent modern MNC, subsidiary managers are not enough
to act as strategy implementer, but their more important role is as aggressive entrepreneur. This is consistent with Floyd and Wooldridge (1994) that stated subsidiary managers as a dynamo of subsidiary’s growth.

The discussion of this writing focuses on subsidiary manager role to facilitate the development of subsidiary’s capability to adapt the dynamic of host country where the subsidiary operates. The purpose is to apply recent development of process perspective of resource-based theory, i.e. resource orchestration (Sirmon et al, 2011), that has potential to enrich the research of subsidiary manager role in subsidiary management.

**SUBSIDIARY CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT**

The capability is routine or business process that reflects a bundle of complex knowledge owned by the organization (Day, 1994; Teece et al, 1997) to combine or utilize a set of resources to perform a specific task (Helfat & Peteraf, 2003). In business literature, the capability has advanced to the prime determinant of the MNC’s performance (Schmid & Schurig, 2003) so that the development of capability that is able to respond environmental changes will improve performance (Teece, 2007). Capability development can be in the form of strengthening and enhancing old routines or creating a new routine (Birkinshaw & Hood, 1998). It is simply concluded that ability to develop capability needs an understanding of environmental context.

Host countries are often perceived as unfamiliar environments by a foreign subsidiary. It creates high levels of uncertainty that impede effective decision making, leads to difficulties in dealing with local governments and partners, (Pedersen & Peterson, 2004), and finally reduce subsidiary’s ability to develop its capability. The root of these difficulties is the foreign subsidiaries’ lack of local market knowledge that influences both resource commitment to the foreign market (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977), and their performance of business activities (Subramaniam & Watson, 2006). Thus, the key success factor to cope these difficulties is learning to absorb local knowledge as fast as possible, and then exploit it to commercial ends (Petersen et al, 2008).

One source of learning for subsidiary and its manager is by managing resource committed by corporate headquarter to host country (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977). If foreign subsidiary allies with local partners, it will create resource complementarities (Adegbesan, 2009) that become a unique and more valuable source of learning (Inkpen, 1998) that fasten the absorption of local knowledge (Pennings et al, 1994). This is a learning process which calls on subsidiary to interpret the world, uncover new market opportunities, focus existing resources, accumulate new resources (Floyd & Wooldridge, 1994). Under resource-based and dynamic capability logic, unique source of learning has potential to provide rare and inimitable knowledge to develop superior subsidiary capability (Dyer & Singh, 1998; Helfat et al, 2007).

**RESOURCE ORCHESTRATION IN SUBSIDIARY CONTEXT**

Traditionally, resource-based theory hypothesizes that having VRIO (valuable, rare, inimitable, organization) will lead a firm to achieve competitive advantage. However, VRIO resources only contained potential value so that it does not guarantee the value creation (Sirmon, Hitt & Ireland, 2007). Optimum realized value will not occur if the firm is bad in managing its resources (Ketchen, Wowak & Crighead, 2014). Resource orchestration is a process perspective of the resource-based theory that basically explains the conversion of the potential value of firm resources into realized value, by accommodating organizational learning, knowledge management and environmental contingency (Sirmon et al, 2007). Barney et al (2011) state that resource orchestration will be one of the future research areas of resource-based theory.

Resource orchestration is concerned with the actions which managers take to facilitate efforts to effectively manage the firm’s resources’ (Sirmon et al, 2011). More specifically, managers influence firm performance by structuring the firm’s resource portfolio, bundling resources, and leveraging those
resources in the marketplace (Ireland, Hitt & Sirmon, 2003; Sirmon et al, 2007). The firm may structure its resources through acquisition, accumulation or divestiture. Firm’s resource portfolio will open the opportunities to develop various capabilities through three alternative ways of bundling, i.e. stabilizing, enriching, and pioneering. Finally, firm may exploit its resources and capabilities to serve target customers through three sequential steps: mobilizing, coordinating and deploying.

Developing resources and capabilities are one of the strategic activities conducted by subsidiary management (Barney & Pedersen, 2009). In international business literature, however, investigations of how resource and capability built are relatively rare (Ludwig & Pemberton, 2011; Peng, 2001). The birth of resource orchestration provides potential to fill this gap, and in the same time, it also explains the role of manager subsidiary in subsidiary management as stated by O’Brient et al (2012).

I develop an example of a framework to apply resource orchestration in subsidiary management (see Figure-1). The role of the subsidiary manager is put as a mediator between resources allocated by the parent (both from foreign parent and/or local parent if strategic alliance formed), and the process of resource orchestration. In this framework, resources allocated by a parent is given, and become the source of learning (to get local knowledge) that influence subsidiary manager capability and can be exploited to orchestra subsidiary’s resources and capabilities. Under dynamic capability paradigm, the subsidiary manager can be manifested in the form of dynamic managerial capabilities that is built upon three basic components, i.e. managerial human capital, managerial social capital and managerial cognition (Adner & Helfat, 2003). It is also operationalized by AMO (ability, motivation, opportunity) concept that is often used to identify the successful to perform a specific task (Chang et al, 2012).

Maritan and Peteraf (2011) proposed to bridge the two ways of how a firm gets its resources, i.e. acquisition (Barney, 1986) and accumulation (Dierickx & Cool, 1989). The acquisition is getting tradable assets from external sources (e.g. from strategic factor market, from corporate headquarter, from partner), while accumulation is developing assets internally (usually for nontradable assets). Acquisition and accumulation can be seen as a sequential process (Barney, 1989) so that both can be investigated together (Maritan & Peteraf, 2011). We can modify framework in Figure-1 by considering internal and/or external resources as resource acquisition and replacing resource orchestration with resource accumulation. Then we get the subsidiary manager acts as a bridge between them.

It also opens to make a variation by accommodating other constructs, such as absorptive capacity and environmental context. For example, absorptive capacity can be treated as a moderator of the relationship between internal and/or external resource and subsidiary manager, and also between subsidiary manager and resource orchestration. This condition will enhance our understanding that knowledge absorption does not depend on individual subsidiary manager only, but also depends on the ability of subsidiary (as an organization) to acquire and assimilate new knowledge. Environmental context (e.g. market dynamism, the level of competition) can also be put as a moderator between resource orchestration and subsidiary performance, or between subsidiary manager and resource orchestration, or as a determinant of resource orchestration itself.

**CONCLUSION**

Resource Orchestration has considerably advanced our understanding on the role of the subsidiary manager in creating resource complementarities.
that become a unique and more valuable source of learning that fasten the absorption of local knowledge. This is a learning process which calls on subsidiary to interpret the world, uncover new market opportunities, focus existing resources, accumulate new resources. Under resource-based and dynamic capability logic, unique source of learning has potential to provide rare and inimitable knowledge to develop the superior subsidiary capability.

This will enrich the development of resource-based theory application in global context. A steady stream of empirical, as well as conceptual, studies, especially from the subsidiary perspective will be interesting topics for resource-based theory scholars.
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